SPECIAL ORDER NO. 466
Series of 2009

In the interest of the service, and in view of the approved leave of absence of MS. FELIXBERTA N. ROMERO, Director II, Government Placement Branch, MS. PRECIOUSA R. SIENES, Chief, Recruitment and Documentation Division, is hereby designated as Officer-In-Charge of the said Branch while MS. LEONA VENUS B. NICOLAS, Supervising Labor and Employment Officer, is hereby designated as Officer-In-Charge of the Recruitment and Documentation Division, Government Placement Branch.

As such, Messdames Sienes and Nicolas are entitled to the corresponding Representation and Transportation Allowance (RATA), subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

This Order shall take effect on 26 October 2009 and until the return of Director Romero.

For strict compliance.

Mandaluyong City, 26 October 2009.

[Signature]
HANS LEOU. CACDAC
Officer-In-Charge
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